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PIPE & BASE 2.0™

Drape Kings Pipe & Base 2.0™ is the latest innovation in pipe and base 
technology for supporting event drapery and signage. An inventive solution 
to the old “hook and slot” system, Pipe & Base 2.0™ saves time, retrofits to 
existing hardware, generates revenue and eliminates injuries and costly 
repairs. Set-ups are a snap with this quick and easy installation!
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RETROFIT PRODUCTS

SPECS

 » Our retrofit crowns are available for the most popular 
upright sizes, making the conversion of your inventory 
one of the easiest upgrades ever.

 » Instant damage mitigation. You will never again have 
a tear in your upright due to the hook acting like a can 
opener down your slotted upright. 

 » Faster set up and take down times (as much as 30% 
time savings on every job)

 » More set up flexibility and stability with greater 
articulation in all directions due to exclusive patent 
pending ball and socket connection. 

 » With our connection accessories you are able to attach 
decorative and functional elements that you have not 
been able to add in the past. Lighting fixtures, columns, 
signs, banners, clips, clamps, two and three layer drape 
lines, etc. All this without the use of bailing wire and 
bubble gum.

 » Since Pipe & Drape 2.0™ aligns the cross bar supports  
to the tops of your uprights, you will never again see  
the “humps” from having to cap the upright like with 
old hook and slot system.

 » All Pipe & Drape 2.0™ products are designed  
and manufactured in the U.S.A.

ACCESSORIES

SIDEARM
The best solution  to 
safely & easily install 

multiple lines.

SOCKET CLIP
A simple solution for 
integrating slotted 
uprights with 2.0.

SHOULDER MOUNT
The perfect solution for 

securing lightweight 
accessories.

BALL STUD
One of the most  

useful accessories  
in the 2.0 lineup.

ANGLE CROWN
One of the most 

versatile tools in our 
product line.

MOUNTING POST
Powerful 2.0 accessory 
for lightweight add-ons.
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3 STAGE CROWN
Built to withstand the most  

abusive environments and last.
WEIGHT: 2oz

DECO CROWN
Makes your conversion one  

of the easiest upgrades ever.
WEIGHT: 2oz

BALL CAPS (SM + LG)
Allows a full range of motion  

for cross bars to make setup easy.
WEIGHT: Max 2oz

2 STAGE CROWN
The core of the system, 

the 2 Stage Crown is flexible.
WEIGHT: 2oz


